Ford v Ferrari: The Power of Persuasion
I watched Ford v Ferrari a few nights ago, or as it’s sometimes known, Le Mans ‘66. Not the
first time, I absolutely love it.
It stars Matt Damon and Christian Bale and tells the story of Ford’s battle with Ferrari at Le
Mans during the 1960s. The whole film is as
fast paced as the cars, and it rarely lets up.
There’s an incredible scene in the film that
looks at the power of persuasion.
After failing in their bid to buy Ferrari in 1963,
Ford decide to take them on at Le Mans, the
24-hour race, and after putting millions into
building the cars, they came back having lost.
Henry Ford Jr is furious and asks his chief engineer, Carroll Shelby, played wonderfully by
Matt Damon, why he shouldn’t fire him. What Shelby proceeds to tell Ford Jr is that they
can’t win a race by committee, that there’s been too much interference from the board and
the way to win is for him to be left to build the car and pick the team.
But then Shelby does something magical. He taps into Ford Jr’s real motivation: being
better than Ferrari.
He points out that, despite all four Ford cars having to withdraw because of engine
problems, Ford reached a speed that Ferrari have never been able to reach up to that point
and Ferrari then knew Ford had the better car.
Shelby pauses, long enough to allow Ford Jr to take in that piece of information, something
Ford Jr has been driven by these last few years, before finishing with “You’re welcome!”
It’s absolutely spectacular.

Ford Jr gives Shelby the control he wants and the rest, as they say, is history. If you don’t
know what that history is, you should watch the film.
The art of persuasion.
Find the key that unlocks a client’s motivation, and it’s a powerful thing.
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